B-WISER aims at optimizing the employability and employment of athletes in Europe. This is identified when they are active and former elite athletes require to optimize their career development. Active and retired athletes must prepare for the transition from athletic career to their post-athletic career. Cross-disciplinary research to identify how active and retired athletes can create added value for employers. Maste researchers have developed and/or enhanced environments for elite athletes in Europe: Taxonomy and Criteria for employability. Dual Career in Flanders. Kristel Taelman, Sport Vlaanderen 11.15 – 11.50: The Flemish Dual Career Environment: Gymnastics. Lukas Linnér, Halmstad University, Sweden 11.30 – 12.10: Cross-case analysis: Ten essential features of a dual career development environment. Natalia Stambulova, Halmstad University, Sweden 12.10 – 12.40: The Dual Career Development Environment Monitoring Tool. Miguel Torregrossa, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, & dr. Andreas Küttel, Southern Denmark University Reflections from research & practice (3). Kent Lindahl, Swedish Sports Confederation, & dr. Natalia Stambulova, Halmstad University, Sweden 12.40 – 13.45: Lunch 13.45 – 14.00: 5’ walk to Building F

**Parallel workshops (3 x 50’)**


**Closing & Reception**

17.00 – 17.05: 5’ walk to Building F 17.05 – 17.20: Closing • DG EAC or representative, European Commission 17.20 – 18.30: Cocktail reception

---

**LOCATION**

VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT BRUSSEL. BUILDING I, PLEINLAAN 2, 1050 BRUSSELS (GOOGLE MAPS)

**QUESTIONS**

CONTACT THE ORGANIZER (KOEN.DE.BRANDT@VUB.BE)

**FOOD & DRINKS**

PROVIDED BY JOE’S CATERING

---

**MORE INFORMATION**

www.bwiser.eu

Don’t hesitate, full is full!